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Words that have c in the middle

in: Intermediate Quests, Quests, Big Chompy Bird Hunting Share Intermediate Quests Big Chompy Bird Hunting Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. From Old School RuneScape Wiki Big Chompy Bird Hunting is a quest in which you help Rantz ominously catch a chompy bird so
he can feed his children. Details[edit | edit source] Instructions [edit | edit source] Start point quest. Talk to Rantz; located southeast of Gu'Tanoth. Some ways to get to it include using a gnome glider (only after completing One Small Favor), trading for the Feldip Hills teleport with other players, nightmare zone minigame
group finder, or fairy ring system (AKS). Rantz is hungry and wants you to help him make arrows for his unusually large bow so he can hunt a chompy bird. Like any arrow, ogre arrows need feathers, shaft and tip. Note: You need to make ominous arrows from scratch; Otherwise, Rantz won't accept them. Creating
arrows [edit | edit source] You need to start the quest before you have the opportunity to make arrows. Kill several wolves (level 64) in a crater south-west of Rantz for wolf bones. (Can be safely spotted standing near Roots in the northeast of the swamp.) Use the chisel on the wolf bones to produce arrow tips. Note:
When chopping the wolves bones, you get a random amount of arrows (2-6 estimated). Making shafts [edit | edit source] Felling several Achey trees nearby for tree logs Achey (you need about 5 logs - Rantz himself wants 6 arrows, and you'll probably want a few of your own). Use a knife on logs to produce some arrow
shafts. Creation arrows [edit | edit source] cave [edit | edit source] Return to Rantz, and give it arrows. He then tells you about the swamp toads that his kids wanted to play with. Ask Rantz all the questions that are listed, otherwise, you won't be able to open your chest later. Enter the entrance to the cave north of Rantz.
Talk to rantz's children in the cave. They will inform you that Rantz locked their ominous bellies in your chest (keep the bellies if you plan on doing the grief end part I and/or recipe for disaster). The chest is closed and weighted shut with a large rock. Attempt to unlock the chest. Failed attempts will reduce your strength
by 1. Search your chest to get bellies (be sure to search now or it can lock up again). Inflatable toads [edit | edit source] Fill belly and use it on toads. Go back to the southwest of Rantz, where you found the wolves. They surround the swamp. (see first picture of the manual.) Use swordfish to swamp bubbles in the
swamp, at the southern end of the swamp pond. You get three shots with gas filled bellies as it has to be filled again. Use bellies to toad again to get inflated toad, and you'll catch them and put it in your inventory. Get three toads. Chompy and Hunting [edit | edit source] Return to Rantz and talk to him. He will show you
where you need to place beads to lure the chompy birds out. Drop ONE toad in place (a yellow flashing arrow marks it), then walk closer to Rantz. You won't stay too close to the bait, but make sure it's in a visible range. On a successful lure, a chompy bird appears. Occasionally, the bait will fail and the bait will
disappear; if this happens, drop another toad. Rantz has given up on it, but he's going to miss it. He's going to complain that the arrows don't fly straight. Talk to Rantz and offer help to shoot for him. He'll agree and give you his ominous bow. (If you quickly get a bow, an already spawned chompy bird can be killed. An
ogre bow or comp ogre bow is used during recipe for disaster, so be sure to stick either if you're planning to do that quest too). Head back to clearing and place another toad (it may not be on the exact tiles listed at first). Control the bow and arrows, and when the bird appears, scale it. If the bird doesn't appear or flies
away before you have to kill it, keep placing inflated beads to lure the Chompies back. Once you kill Chompy, tear the skeleton and take the raw chompy back to Rantz. Now he wants you to cook it, too. (Note: YOU HAVE TO KILL THE CHOMPY YOURSELF. You can't buy raw chompy.) Cooking chompy bird [edit | edit
source] Rantz will name a special ingredient that wants the bird to be cooked with. He will also tell you to ask the children what they would like a seasoned bird. Travel to the cave, and ask each of Ogre's two children what chompy want flavored. In all, you will need three different ingredients, but only one bird. It's
different from player to player, whatever ominous they want on Chompy, but here's a quick list of where to get everything. Onions: A little to the south-west, there's a fire nearby where you'll find tomatoes. The onion grows near the tomatoes. Right click on grass shoots and choose them. If you get an onion seed instead
of an onion, choose another shoot. Doogle Leaves: To the west, on the way to the glider. Equa Leaves: You can make it south-east of Rantz. Tomato: West-southwest of Rantz, near the ominous. On top of the chair. Potatoes: A little southeast of Rantz (the same area as the equa leaf). It is necessary to choose from a
potato plant. Cabbage: South-west of Rantz, north of tomatoes and onions. Use the bird to spit north of Rantz while holding all three ingredients. Present Rantz with his delicious seasoned cooked chompy bird. Rewards [edit | edit source] Music unlocked [edit | edit source] Needed to complete [edit | edit source] Trivia
[edit | edit source] When Rantz is missing a bird, he blames arrows rather than stings. Old School RuneScape Wiki Chompy Redirect For other uses, see Chompy (disambiguation). Chompy birds can only be killed when you have completed a Big Chompy Bird Hunting Quest and only if you are using comp ogre bow or
ogre bow with brutal arrows or ogre arrows. Inflated toads must be used as bait to catch. Bloated beads can be soaked with Ogre bellies in a nearby swamp. When you kill Chompy Bird, you get a message that says, You're scratching a notch on a bow for a chompy bird to kill. After 30 kills, the player can wear Chompy
bird hats. Chompy birds multiply within a radius of 10 tiles around the friction toad (21x21 square). When Chompy dies, he'll give you a corpse that you can tear to get feathers. Doing so will also place raw plumes and some bones on the ground. The Bonecrusher effect will work on the bones when plucking a dead
chompa. Chompy the bird will run away after one minute if you fail to kill it. The role of the bird assigned by Turael involves chompy birds; While chompys are much slower to kill on a roll than chickens players may want to complete these tasks at Chompy Birds to progress towards diary goals with the bonuses Slayer
Helm provides. For more information on what equipment to use you can visit Chompy bird hat. Note: The use of melee will not be advisable to kill. They will be afraid and run away from you if you get too close. Completing the various difficulties of western provinces Diary will provide advantages in killing chompy birds:
Completing simple tasks will provide a 25% chance of two chompy birds appearing. Completing the medium tasks will provide a 50% chance of two chompy birds appearing. Completing an elite task will provide a 100% chance of two chompy birds appearing Content 1 Places 2 Drops 3 Changes 4 Trivia Places [Edit |
Edit Source] Drops [Edit | Edit Source] 100%[Edit Source] Item Quantity Rarity Price High Alch Bones1Always940 Raw chompy1Al paths1,94251 Other [edit | edit source] Item Quantity Rarity Price High Alch Chompy chick11/500[d 1]Not sold / A Changes [edit | edit source] Trivia [edit | edit source] Chompy bird
appearance is close to that of an extinct dodo. After reaching 4,000 kills, the player will have earned 160,000 Ranged experience, which along with a 30,000 one time experience bonus to achieve 4,000 kills, yields 190,000 Ranged experience and 40,000 Hitpoints experience for completing chompy bird hunting. An
attempt to drop a bloated toad at the search site after Big Chompy Bird Hunting is done will bring the message: 'Rantz doesn't like chompy hunting on his lawn. But you can hunt chompys in the rest of the ogre area.' Today we will talk about OSRS Big Chompy Bird Hunting Quest. In this effort Rantz ominous, who lives
in a cave in the eastern part of Feldip Hills with his children, Fycie and Bugs give you a role. He will ask you to help him catch the chompy bird so that feed your children. Skill Requirements for this OSRS Great Chompy Bird Hunting Quest you will need: 30 Cooking5 Fletching30 moved items for OSRS Big Chompy Bird
Hunting Quest 4 Wolf Bones, Cabbage, Tomato (They can be obtained during the quest) Onions, Potatoes, Equa leaves, Doogle leaves (They can be obtained during the quest)Chisel and knifeFeathers 25 - 100Axe Recommended items Feldip hill teleport (s) ring duelsSuper energy or endurance potionsSome armor and
weapons Starting point Quest to launch OSRS Great chompy bird hunt quest you need to talk to Rantz , he is located southeast of Gu'Tanoth. You can get there using the Feldip Hills Nightmare Zone Mini-Game Group Finder teleporter, or fairy tale rings. Cut off the five Achey trees that are nearby, then use a knife to log
and make them into arrow shafts. Use feathers on arrow shafts, next use the chisel on the wolf bones to make them into arrow tips. Once it's done, you can use arrow tips to fly over arrows to make ominous arrows. After you've done more than six ominous arrows, go back to Rantz and talk to him. He takes six arrows
and tells you about the swamp toads that his kids wanted to play. Ask Rantz all the questions that are listed, otherwise, you won't be able to open your chest later. Cave Go north and enter the cave, talk to the children rantz in the cave. They will inform you that Rantz locked their ominous bellies in his chest. The chest is
closed and weighted shut with a large rock. You can find it in the northwest corner of the cave, click on it to try unlocking the chest.  Depending on your level of strength you will either fail or succeed, but keep trying until you unlock. Search the chest to find some ominous bellies and leave the cave. Head southwest of
Rantz until you see a small swamp. Standing on the west side of the swamp next to a dead tree, there's a safe place. Use your villain bellies to swamp bubbles around the swamp and fill them with gas. Then use bellies on the toad to get the inflated toad, and you'll grab it and put it in your inventory. Get three toads.
Catching and Cooking Chompy Bird Return to Rantz and talk to him. He will show you where you need to place beads to lure the chompy birds out. You'll see a yellow flashing arrow on the mini-map that indicates where you need to go. Throw away three bloated wounds, then go back to Rantz and talk to him.  Now you
have to wait for the chompy bird to appear, Rantz will shoot, but will be missed, so he will blame the ominous arrows that you have made. Talk to him again and he will give you a bow, equip the bow and arrows. Then kill the chompy bird when it's done tearing up the skeleton and take the raw chompy.  Go talk to Rantz,
who will ask you to cook, make sure you have all six ingredients in your inventory. Rantz name a special ingredient that he wants the bird to be cooked with. He will also tell you to ask the children what they would like a seasoned bird. Go back to the cave and talk to the kids and ask them what they want. Use the bird to
spit north of Rantz while holding all three ingredients. Give a delicious seasoned cooked chompy bird rantz and the quest will be completed. Rewards for OSRS Big Chompy Bird Hunting Quest 2 Quest Points262 Fletching Experience1470 Cooking Experience735 Moved Experience Experience
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